Answers to the growth problem does not come from addition (repeated or otherwise), or multiplication by a fixed number. In fact Mathematics has a tool known as exponential function that helps us to find growth and decay in such cases. Exponential function is inverse of logarithmic function.
In this lesson, we propose to work with this tool and find the rules governing their derivatives.
OBJECTIVES
After studying this lesson, you will be able to : q define and find the derivatives of exponential and logarithmic functions; q find the derivatives of functions expressed as a combination of algebraic, trigonometric, exponential and logarithmic functions; and q find second order derivative of a function. 
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(a)
Find the derivative of each of the following functions :
Find the derivative of each of the following functions : Although, you can find the derivative directly using quotient rule (and product rule) but if you take logarithm on both sides, the product changes to addition and division changes to subtraction. This simplifies the process: 
DERIVATIVE OF LOGARITHMIC FUNCTIONS
(i) 5 ylogx = (ii) ylogx = (iii) ( ) 3 ylogx = Solution : (i) 5 ylogx = = 5 log x ∴ dy15 5 dxxx =⋅= (ii) ylogx = 1 2 logx = or 1 ylogx 2 = ∴ dy111 dx2x2x =⋅= (iii) ( ) 3 ylogx = ∴ 3 yt, = when tlogx = ⇒ 2 dy 3t dt = and dt1 dxx = We know that, 2 dydydt1 3t dxdtdxx =⋅=⋅ ∴ 2 dy1 3(logx) dxx =⋅ ∴ 2 dy3 (logx) dxx = Example 23.7 Find, dy dx if (i) 3 yxlogx = (ii) x yelogx = Solution :(i)
DERIVATIVE OF LOGARITHMIC FUNCTION (CONTINUED)
We know that derivative of the function n x w.r.t. x is n n1 x − , where n is a constant. This rule is not applicable, when exponent is a variable. In such cases we take logarithm of the function and then find its derivative. Therefore, this process is useful, when the given function is of the type ( ) 
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SECOND ORDER DERIVATIVES
In the previous lesson we found the derivatives of second order of trigonometric and inverse trigonometric functions by using the formulae for the derivatives of trigonometric and inverse trigonometric functions, various laws of derivatives, including chain rule, and power rule discussed earlier in lesson 21. In a similar manner, we will discuss second order derivative of exponential and logarithmic functions : 
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